CPU Emergency – CPU Delegator Agreement
-

Delegator agrees to delegate [AMOUNT] EOS of CPU to [RECIPIENT’S EOS ACCOUNT NAME]
for a period of up to [NUMBER] weeks.

-

Delegator agrees to send a link to the delegation transaction to @riverkingfisher on
Telegram immediately following such delegation.

-

Delegator agrees to not undelegate or take any action that will undelegate the CPU from
[RECIPIENT’S EOS ACCOUNT NAME] during the term.

-

CPU Emergency agrees to pay Delegator weekly [X%], which equals an amount of
[AMOUNT] EOS per week, to [DELEGATOR’S EOS ACCOUNT NAME] after the seventh day
following the date and time of the delegation transaction.

-

Delegator will receive no compensation and may be blacklisted from future agreements if
Delegator undelegates or take any action that will undelegate the CPU from the CPU
recipient account prior to the expiration of the term.

CPU Emergency receives and holds in escrow the payment from the CPU recipient on a weekly
basis; therefore, any agreement with a term of more than one week is contingent on CPU
Emergency receiving timely payment from the CPU recipient. If such timely payment is not
received, then CPU Emergency will notify Delegator, Delegator will immediately unstake CPU
from CPU recipient, and any remaining term of this agreement is cancelled.
CPU Emergency’s OTC CPU service allows Delegator to retain full control over its account at all
times. This allows Delegator to transfer, delegate, vote, receive airdrops, and use its account as
normal, provided that Delegator does not undelegate or take any action that will undelegate
EOS from the CPU recipient account during the agreed upon term. As the Delegator is the
account owner, account security is the sole responsibility of Delegator. CPU Emergency will not
request and does not need or want your private keys. Because CPU Emergency has no control
over your account, CPU Emergency accepts no liability for any losses that Delegator may incur
and Delegator waives any and all claims against CPU Emergency.

